
SALE VILLA ROSIGNANO MARITTIMO

ROSIGNANO MARITTIMO - RIF.377 - CASTIGLIONCELLO – PROMONTORY CENTER. In the Heart of Castiglioncello "Perla del Tirreno" Center, on the Tuscany Etruscan Coast, is located this beautiful and Luxury Villa for sale with exceptional privacy and panoramic sea views over the famous Quercetano Bay; an exclusive place rich of tipical Mediterranean colors. The villa is immersed in his exclusive and green park of 1200 square meters, where stands a splendid infinity pool, a water mirror that illuminates this beautiful and reserved Tuscan Villa, making it even more exclusive and fascinating. Internally, the property features spacious and minimal open spaces rooms with fantastic and clear views of sea and of beautiful bay of Quercetano where the abodes of the most famous actors of the 1960s; this Villa for Sale in Castiglioncello includes a large living area separated from the dining area by retractable crystal walls, a cooking area connected to the outside terrace, from which you enjoy a great privacy and sea views. The sleeping area includes three rooms with three services and wardrobe plus a study area and laundry room. On the floor below is present a spacious and pretty annex with wine cellar, cinema room and service room with bathroom. In the garden there is an additional external volume used as summer kitchen and local service for the pool area. The prestige of this luxury property for Sale in Castiglioncello is its proximity to the sea and the center while maintaining the exceptional privacy typical of the isolated Villas.

4 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, Cellar 20mq, Garden 1.200mq, Parking space, Place for bikers, Closet,
Living room, Study, Tavern, Autonomous climate control, Large terrace, Proximity to the sea 100mt.

Floor: Su più livelli

Surface: 260 mq

Energetic class: E

Private deal
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